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With COP26 over, the question of how to make the planet a better place is on everyone’s
lips, and no more so than among the elderly population. Insulate Britain, the protest group
fighting for the government to cover the cost of insulating all UK homes, has mainly been
spearheaded by retired people.

So how are later-living developers responding to the environmental demands of current and future

customers?

Numerous elderly housing schemes under development are currently pursuing BREEAM accreditation

and other sustainability certifications.

With the green agenda such a key priority for many local authorities, developers hope that their

sustainable retirement schemes get through the notoriously difficult planning process with relative

ease.

Honor Barratt, managing director at Birchgrove, a later-living operator that runs rental retirement

homes, says getting planning consent to build on a site in Godalming, Surrey, “was a joy”, as Waverley

Borough Council had already declared a climate emergency.

I’m just really happy the green agenda allows us to get stuff
done

Honor Barratt, Birchgrove

“When we bought the site unconditionally, we reached out to the borough and realised that they had

more Green councillors than they had Tories, which was a joy,” she says, adding that if they are going

to get planning approval, the scheme needs to be “unbelievably sustainable”.

“We’ve ended up with a building that will be one of the greenest in the borough and we can still

make money out of it. I’m just really happy that the green agenda allows us to get stuff done. It

wasn’t in any way a hindrance to get planning. They recognised the climate emergency.”

Henry Lumby, chief development officer at Amicala, the operator of a net zero later-living scheme at

a former school in Bristol, says the council there was also fairly forward thinking due to its political

make-up.

“It’s an administration that is hung between Labour and the Greens. Plus they were one of the first

councils to declare a climate emergency,” he explains. “It’s really good to see that in the planning

process they rate sustainability as highly as we do.”

Many developers and operators in the sector are forthcoming about their ESG aspirations, not least

because some are mandated to follow ESG policies by their investors.

For example, Legal & General-backed developer/operator Inspired Villages has ‘social impact’

investors and also secured investment from NatWest’s pensions group earlier this summer.

Focus on sustainability
“Both were very keen to focus heavily on creating the best out of the built form in terms of

sustainability,” says Jamie Bunce, chief executive of Inspired Villages.

“Every new development has to be net zero in regulated energy, so they’ll create their own energy

from ground source or air source heating, and then [will be] fully operational net zero by 2030, which

demands changes from our customers.”

Gavin Eustace, founding partner of later-living financier Silbury Finance, says the sustainability

credentials both of the borrowers and retirement living schemes it funds “are a key criteria in our

decision-making”.

“We are cognisant that the residential sector is lagging behind other use classes in improving its

carbon dioxide emissions and are supporting the delivery of energy-efficient communities through

offering discounts on our finance costs,” he adds.

“On the flip side, we view energy efficiency as such an important pillar of any deal that we have loan

default covenants [that are triggered] if standards are not being met.”

It’s not just about putting sustainable schemes in place. Operators also have to encourage better

sustainability habits from residents.

Some may think it would be tricky to teach this older generation new tricks, but the recently retired

population are ‘baby boomers’ who are more tech savvy and forward thinking about the environment

than previous generations.

Lumby says the involvement of retired people in Insulate Britain is clear proof that our elders are

aware of the climate emergency.

“They are the people who have taken up the mantle to protest for insulating Britain,” he says. “The

older generation really do care now, especially about the world they’re leaving behind and about

social value and they want to still be involved in their community and deliver social value and have

an impact themselves.”

We have to put things in that are age appropriate, simple and
robust

Basil Demeroutis, FORE Partnership

Jason Leek, chief executive of luxury developer/operator Riverstone, says potential customers are

inquiring specifically about the company’s ESG credentials.

“We are asked by prospective residents about our day-to-day sustainability credentials – such as the

implementation of solar panels, double glazing, recycling and the sourcing of locally produced food

in our restaurants – that will help them reduce their impact on the environment.”

Energy costs
Residents in this type of property are on fixed incomes too, so reducing the cost of energy bills is in

their interest.

“The recent increase in gas prices particularly is a large challenge for people when they have a fixed

income,” says Bunce. “We look to generate energy within the schemes as much as we can to

reduce that risk.”

The fact that later-living residences are often acquired as a family purchase between parents and

children is also helping to make sure developers are placing a greater emphasis on their ESG

credentials.

Basil Demeroutis, managing partner of FORE Partnership, the investor behind the previously

mentioned Bristol net zero scheme, says: “Someone who’s 80 or 85 going into senior housing may

not necessarily – just generationally – be so focused on environmental sustainability, but certainly

their children and their grandchildren will be.”

Many sustainable later-living schemes coming through the pipeline are fitted out with the latest

generation of smart tech tools to help reduce their environmental impact, but as Demeroutis points

out, it’s no use installing technology if residents struggle to use it.

“We have to put things in that are age appropriate, simple, robust, bullet-proof and completely easy

to use,” he says.

Tech averse
Lumby adds that on one scheme he was involved in back in 2010 where air source heat pumps were

fitted, residents who were used to oil or gas-fired boilers were initially dubious.

“But once we found out the optimum temperature for them was 22°, they were totally fine, because

the house was constantly at the right temperature for them and they became very understanding of

it. This was your post-war generation who were very technology averse.”

As well as using technology to boost their ESG credentials, some operators and investors have ESHG

initiatives, adding an ‘H’ for health to the general ESG commitments. Bunce says that for L&G, the ‘H’

in ESHG means the firm is encouraging people to walk instead of using a car.

“It’s looking to see whether people undertake different forms of exercise that help reduce their risk

of long-term illness and create a healthy environment,” he says.

The later-living sector and its residents appear to be fully committed to the green agenda and with

local authorities in some parts of the country acknowledging the climate emergency, ESG-conscious

later-living developments should get through the planning process much more smoothly in the

future.The operative word is, of course, ‘should’.
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Sustainability drive: Inspired Villages plans to make all of its schemes net zero in energy use

Green lessons: Amicala and FORE are turning a former Bristol school into a net zero later-living scheme

Source: Shutterstock/ Gagliardimages

Walking the walk: L&G encourages residents to take exercise to improve their long-term health

Source: Shutterstock / Lordn

Tech support: many schemes are being fitted out with smart tools to reduce their environmental impact
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